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Accurately aligning simplex and duplex positions, by adding backlight to a measurement device

A method for accurately measuring, and correcting, the distance between two printed elements, either
one printed on other side of a sheet, by using radiation projected onto the sheet, from opposite side of
the measuring device.
When doing duplex printing, often customers require the misalignment between simplex and duplex
sides to be no more than 100 micrometers. However, our current method of finding this misalignment,
by measuring distance between a printed marker and the paper edge, either by inline scanner or
registration cameras, has accuracy of 200 microns or more.
We suggest a new method, which reduces the inaccuracy to a few tens of micrometers. This method
involves projecting light, or other type of radiation, onto the measurement device, where the printed
paper is between the measurement device and the light source. This allows the measurement device to
receive a single image, containing the prints on both sides of the paper, which greatly improves the
accuracy.
Many applications which include duplex printing, i.e. printing on both sides of a substrate, requires the
positions of elements printed on either side of the substrate, to be very accurately aligned.
Some of these applications include post‐printing processes, like cutting the substrate where printed
elements on either side must be flush with the cut or adding embellishments which are detectable from
either side of the substrate, and other examples.
Misalignment between simplex and duplex sides, which is as little as 100 micrometers, can be detected
by the human eye.
Printing process and paper handling (and indeed the printing process of every printing press
manufacturer), causes such misalignments.
One cause for this misalignment, in a sheet‐fed presses, is the method by which we flip the paper, when
switching between printing on simplex and duplex sides:
Grippers on the impression drum grip the paper by its leading edge, then as the drum revolves, the
paper is wrapped around the drum, and the image is imprinted on the simplex side. Then the impression
drum grippers release the page, and the page is pushed to a device, in which other grippers catch it,
again by its leading edge. The page is then suspended in this device, until the impression drum
completes another revolution. The page is then pushed back to the impression drum, this time the
impression drum grips it by the trailing edge. This way, the second time the page is wrapped around the
impression drum, the duplex side is facing up, so that the image can be imprinted on it. (See illustration
in Figure 1)
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Figure 1:
Cartoon of flipping paper from simplex to duplex, as viewed from the side.

Currently, our paper handling system, cannot time accurately enough all these repeated catching‐
releasing‐catching of the paper, to keep the printing on simplex and duplex sides aligned accurately
enough.
This misalignment, differs from one type of substrate to another, depending on the length, weight,
coating, etc. of the substrate.
There are also other known and unknown causes, for simplex‐duplex misalignment.
To correct simplex‐duplex misalignment, we measure it for a certain type of substrate, and then instruct
the writing‐head how to compensate for it, for all substrate with similar properties. We call this
calibration ‘simplex‐duplex‐alignment wizard’.
In a digital press 7K, we measure the misalignment by using the inline scanner.
We print markers which are expected to be aligned, on either side of the page. Then, we scan both sides
of the page, and use the received digital image, to locate the positions of the markers, and the paper
edges. We measure the distance between a certain marker and paper edge, in both sides of the paper,
to find the misalignment in this marker.
The main disadvantage of this method is the level of accuracy obtained by it. The inline scanner has a
limited resolution. In addition, since the page is moving during the scan, and its movement profile is very
unsmooth, position measuring gets different deviations at different locations on the page. Even worse,
each side of the page is scanned with different scanners, in different times, with different movement
profiles and deviations.
Despite using advanced methods of image processing, and algorithms for filtering the data, we cannot
get the error of measurement by this method to be lower than 200 micrometers.
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Another disadvantage of this method is, that it limits us to measure only close to paper edges. This is
because the error of measurement is increased, the further the distance between the marker and the
paper edge is. This reduces the ability to understand the profile of the misalignment along the page. It
also forces the calibration to use many sheets, to get many measurements, since most of the sheet is
unavailable.
In a digital press 10K and 12K, we measure the misalignment by using the registration cameras.
Like the method above, we print and measure distances between markers and paper edges, only we get
the digital image of the print from the registration cameras, located on both edges of the impression
drum. The cameras photo the front and rear edges of the paper when the paper is wrapped around the
drum, once when the simplex side is up, and once when the duplex side is up.
Despite having a larger resolution, and the paper being gripped in place and moving at constant speed,
we still get an error of measurement close to that of the method above. This method limits even further
the available area for printing, to 2 narrow strips at the front and rear edge of the paper.
Another major disadvantage of this method is that it significantly limits the papers we can calibrate.
Since the cameras are in a fixed position, and has a limited field of view, we cannot calibrate papers with
width of less than 695 mm. Additionally, thin papers tend to bend at the edge by which they are
gripped, and flap on the other edge, which distort the image. (see Figures 2 and 3)
Figure 2:
Picture taken by registration camera during simplex‐duplex alignment wizard. Paper’s trailing edge is
flapping.
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Figure 3:
Picture taken by registration camera during simplex‐duplex alignment wizard. Paper’s leading edge is
bent by impression drum gripper.

The method we suggest, can be implemented by any measurement device, which can acquire some sort
of photograph or scan of the printed page. Such device can be an optical scanner, a camera, a
spectrophotometer, etc.
We position in front of the measurement device, some sort of radiating device, where the printed page
is between the measurement device and the radiating device.
The radiating device can produce any kind of radiation, if the measurement device is sensitive enough,
the paper is transparent enough, and the ink is opaque enough, for this radiation.
Since the radiation projected upon the measurement device, penetrates through the paper, but is
absorbed by the ink on both sides of the paper, in a single image we can get the simplex and the duplex
print. This enables us to directly measure the distance between markers printed on either side of the
page, instead of measuring the distance to of both from a paper edge.
Specifically, for a 100k digital press, we plan to use the existing inline scanner as a measurement device.
Since most inks are by design opaque to most of the visible spectrum, we can use a simple LED bar,
emitting ‘white light’, as a radiation source (see scheme on Figure 4). When doing simplex‐duplex
alignment, we turn off the inline scanner ‘front‐light’ which is usually used, and instead turn on the
‘back‐light’ i.e. the LED bar on opposite side of the page.
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Figure 4:
View from the side of the LED bar installed over the inline scanner.

As it turns out by our experiments, for every paper thickness supported in 100k paper gamut, there can
be found a lighting power, which is strong enough to penetrate the paper, and weak enough to be
absorbed by the ink. An example of the image produced this way can be found in Figure 5.
Figure 5:
A snipped part of an image from inline scanner during simplex duplex alignment wizard, using the new
method of projection light from the rear side. The squares are printed on the duplex side, facing away
from the scanner. The circles, which are slightly darker, are printed on the simplex side, facing the
scanner.
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We can only print 8 mm or more from top and bottom paper edges, and 4 mm from left and right edges.
On the other hand, the simplex‐duplex deviation, i.e. the distance between the markers on either side of
the page, is typically no more than 1 mm. This means that directly measuring the distance between the
markers, is much more accurate than measuring the distance between a marker and the paper edge.
Moreover, since we use one image to measure the position of both simplex and duplex, the
measurement errors tend to cancel each other, instead of accumulating.
Indeed, in our tests we found that we can reduce the measurement error to a few tens of micrometers.
(Figure 6)
Figure 6:
Histograms of the measurement error. Inline scanner with backlight is compared to registration cameras
and inline scanner without backlight.

Another important advantage is that we can print and measure anywhere on the page. This helps us in
two ways. Firstly, we can better understand the changes in the misalignment along the page. Secondly,
it means we can print much more markers on a single page (see the job we print in Figure 7). This allows
us to use less pages for this calibration, and still get enough measurements for statistical significance.
A specific advantage to the implementation in a digital press 100K, is that we use pre‐existing hardware,
the inline scanner, and only add a simple and cost‐efficient modification, the LED bar.
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Figure 7:
The job printed for simplex‐duplex alignment wizard with backlight.
Simplex:

Duplex:
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